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• Percentage pay compensation plan

• Weekly on-time settlements

• Base plate program
 

Call 1.800.398.0466
You can also learn more online by visiting  
customcritical.fedex.com/us/temptrailer
*This rate includes fuel surcharge and is based on the following assumptions: average 2.8 loads 
a week, 74% availability and 50% load acceptance and fuel surcharge. These numbers are based 
on the actual data for the 2012 calendar year. Your individual results could vary and will depend 
on how you run your business. Information herin is current as of print date but subject to change.

Pull Our Trailers and Join the 
White Glove Services® Fleet
FedEx Custom Critical is seeking tractor teams to pull  
company-owned refrigerated trailers. Contractors  
pulling these trailers can immediately move into 
the prestigious White Glove Services fleet. 

We are seeking teams with high quality 
standards and a drive to succeed. 
We also offer the following: 

© 2015 FedEx

$5,000 
Team Sign-On 

Incentive

• More home time: the 
 independence to run when 
 you want, where you want.

• Earn a share of the revenue 
 for every load hauled. As
 freight rates go up, your 
 settlement check does too. 

• 100% of all billed fuel
 surcharges paid straight to you.
 
• Big fuel discounts at the 
 point-of-sale, no waiting for 
 rebate checks. Big fl eet 
 National Account tire prices.  
 Cash rebates on new tractors, 
 factory-direct trailer pricing. www.lease2landstar.com

1-800-622-0658

VAN•REEFER•FLATBED•STEPDECK•EXPEDITED

•HEAVY/SPECIALIZED•HOT SHOT

If you want more profi t in 
your pocket, defi ne success on 
your own terms as a Landstar 
independent owner-operator.

www.facebook.com/LandstarOwnerOperators

THE ROAD TO  

        SUCCESS
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Tell us about yourself and your 
background? 

I have been involved in the expediting 
business for more than 20 years: driving 
a van, operations manager for a load 
board, selling trucks and vans exclusive 
to expediters. I know the business and 
understand the lifestyle and understand 
the importance of having the right 
equipment. I don’t put clients in a 
vehicle that does not give them the best 
opportunity to make money. Many 
times these expediters come to me in a 

van that they purchased elsewhere and 
not equipped correctly or the wrong size 
van. Because of the experience I have 
we also keep in stock vans with sleeper 
conversions in them. Most often we have 
more than 50 vans in stock.

 
How long have you been with 
MBFM? 

I have been here since March of 2014. I 
wanted to move back to KY to be closer 
to family. MBFM had just opened in late 
fall of 2013 and they were looking for 
someone who knew Sprinter products 
and would exclusively sell the commercial 
vans.

 
Give us a little history about MBFM?

 MBFM opened in the fall of 2013 and 
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Q&A: 

C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  8*

By Lawrence McCord, Publisher

Panther Premium Logistics® is a wholly owned subsidiary of ArcBest Corporation   . ©2016 ArcBest Corporation. All rights 
reserved. All service marks featured are the property of ArcBest Corporation and its subsidiaries. *All statements and 

requirements are for advertising and marketing purposes only. Average rates per mile include Team, Hazardous Material, 
FSC rates, and other accessorials. Lease purchase vehicles are not eligible for sign-on bonuses. Leasing &  nancial 

options are through a third party  nance company and not legally affiliated with Panther. 

Increased Revenue & Opportunities within Panther’s Life Science & Government Fleets

YOU OWN
 THE ROAD

Call today 866.344.5898
Visit panther4me.com

TRACTOR SIGN-ON BONUS STRAIGHT TRUCK SIGN-ON BONUS

$0 DOWN TRACTOR LEASE PURCHASE
STRAIGHT TRUCK FINANCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE

TO
UP

DO AMAZING THINGS WITH PANTHER

5,000

WITH THE BEST RATES IN THE INDUSTRY, YOU’LL FEEL LIKE

3,000

1.52 -   1.57$ $
Rates For Team Tractor Trailer

Contractors Start At

PER LOADED MILE PLUS FUEL

$$ TO
UP

Hailed as the king of service and 
one of the best Sprinter dealers in 
the entire United States, we speak 
with Dan Tilley to discover what's 
the secret to success at Sprinter of 
Ft. Mitchell.
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Q&A SPRINTER OF FT MITCHELL
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with our location on I-71/75 we are in a 
prime location to cater to expediters. We 
have a large lounge area and drinks and 
snacks. If your van is in for service you 
can hang out here. If you have a major 
break down in your Sprinter we will give 
you a loaner van to use while you are 
in for service. No other dealer has this 
available. You can keep making money 
while you are in for service. We have 6 
sprinter techs available six days a week. 
We keep a large selection of parts in stock 
so you will not have much waiting time.

 
The Sprinter van still seems to be 
the popular choice among expedite 
owner operators, even with other 
options available today. Why?

The Sprinter is the best choice because 
of its proven track record, the longevity of 
the vehicle, the fuel economy, and the fact 
that safety is HUGE with Mercedes Benz. 
I can show you pics of wrecked Sprinters 
and if you were in another brand you are 
not walking away. I currently have two 
clients who were driving Sprinters and 
were hit by other vehicles and the vans 
were totaled. One was head on and one 
was hit on the drivers side and rolled 
four times. Both walked away sore but 
no major injuries. 

 
How does your sales and delivery 
process work? (i.e. how long does it 
take?)

Our process is simple and transparent. 
We keep vans in stock and if you need it 
today we have them in stock.

 
Besides Sales what else does MBFM 
offer?

Our service department is first class 

with six Sprinter techs available six days 
a week. We keep more than 1 million 
dollars in Sprinter parts in stock. If you 
need it we probably have it in stock.

 
Who are your typical expedite 
customers?

Those who have many years in the 
business and repeat buyers. Some are 
retired and looking for second career and 
some are new to trucking and looking for 
new career with freedom

 
We are into the 3rd Quarter of 2016. 
What kind of freight volumes do you 
expect the remainder of the year.

I think the freight volumes will be 
steady thru the end of the year. It seems 
in an election year that freight is a little 
slower. After the election it will pick up.

 
What's next on the horizon for 
MBFM? 

We plan to continue to keep vans in 
stock, and to look for ways to make the 
life on the road more comfortable and 
affordable.

 
Anything else you’d like our readers 
to know?

Why would you buy a van to 
expedite from someone who does 
not understand the lifestyle of an 
expediter? We are the expediter's 
expert at the expediter's exit. EN

For more information, See Dan Tilley 
at Sprinter of Fort Mitchell on I-75, 
Exit 188 in Ft. Mitchell Kentucky, or 
phone 888-661-5758!
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EXPANDING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 
- AND NETWORK - TO WIN IN 

TODAY’S FREIGHT MARKET

F E AT U R E

By Sean M. Lyden, Staff Writer

When the trumpet player sounded the 
traditional Kentucky Derby call at 9:00 a.m. on 
July 15, at the Lexington Center in Lexington, 

Ky., the 16th annual Expedite Expo was off 
and running - a “race” packed with education, 

networking, and entertainment. And it 
finished strong the next day with a driver 

appreciation BBQ at 4:00 p.m.

RECAP :
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EXPEDITE EXPO RECAP
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Launched in 2001, Expedite Expo has 

been the only trade event focused 

exclusively on the expedited trucking 

industry, attracting thousands of 

attendees and exhibitors across North 

America. In addition to learning about 

the newest trucks, products and business 

potential from every major industry 

category, truckers also gain numerous 

networking opportunities to make lasting 

connections with people who can help 

them succeed in the business. 

This year was the first at Lexington 

Center for Expedite Expo, which had been 

held at the Roberts Convention Centre in 

Wilmington, Ohio, for the past decade.

While overall attendance for this year’s 

show was off from previous years, the 

quality of attendees was higher, says 

Lawrence McCord, chief executive 

officer of On Time Media, the producers 

of Expedite Expo. 

“Our show is the industry show. And 

with the freight market soft right now, the 

Expo is a mirror of the industry -- with 

participation as a direct reflection of the 

market,” says McCord. “But the attendees 

this year were the best quality of people 

we have had at the show. Most of them 

were serious about the business, who came 

with the right questions. And it seemed 

that they were a good match for many 

of the product and service exhibits. This 

was a very high-caliber group of owner-

operators, fleet owners and drivers.”

Here are some of the Highlights 
from Expedite Expo 2016.

Education
Whether you’re new to expediting 

or have been in the business for years, 
there was a workshop for you. Attendees 
learned from veteran expediters and 
industry experts about a wide range of 
topics, from the basics of getting started 
in expediting, to buying a truck, to 
purchasing fuel more intelligently (and 
cost-effectively), to navigating the impact 
of the new electronic logging device 
(ELD) mandate on expediters, to starting 
a new trucking company.

The second day of the Expo featured 
a roundtable discussion lead by Ellen 
Voie, president and chief executive 
office of Women in Trucking, a national 
organization that encourages the 
employment of women in the trucking 
industry. Voie brought together a panel of 
five successful female expediters to share 
their personal stories and insights on the 
unique challenges and opportunities for 
women in expedited trucking today. 

One quote by Tom Evans, a long-time 
owner-operator and fleet owner with his 
wife Tina, captures the essence as to why 
education is so important to the expedite 
industry. 

As one of the speakers for the “What 
You Need to Know Before Getting into 

C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  1 8*
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Expedite Trucking” workshop, Evans 
was asked by an attendee, “Why are 
you here? Are you getting paid to speak? 
What do you get out of this?”

Evans’ answer drew loud applause 
from the nearly 100 people in the room.

He said that no, he and Tina were not 
being paid to speak at the Expo. They’re 
purpose: “We’re here because we’d 
like to see more quality, more prepared 
people get into this business,” says 
Evans. “Because the more we saturate 
the market with people who just want to 
make a quick buck, they’ll take any load 
at any rate and that drives the market 
down for everybody. It’s to everybody’s 
benefit to educate you as much as we can 
to prepare you to come into the business, 
where you understand your expenses and 
realize what it costs you to run down the 
road, so when you’re signed on to your 
carrier, it helps boost the rates and the 
market back up for everybody.”

It’s that type of candid interaction that 
you would find in many of the workshops 
the Expo, where you’re able to learn 
from, meet, and speak with other drivers, 
owner-operators, and fleet owners, who 
are in the trenches, actually doing the 
work and finding innovative ways to 
succeed. 

As Joey Slaughter, owner of Blue Ridge 
Transport LLC, put it succinctly in his 
recap of Expedite Expo 2016 in Team Run 
Smart: “I know of no other truck show 
that allows and promotes access to the 
actual drivers doing the job. Traditional 
truck shows emphasize equipment and 

products, but the Expedite Expo focused 
on people.” 

Exhibits
Imagine you could have just about 

every resource you would need to help 
you succeed in expediting -- all under 
one roof. That’s the Expo exhibit hall in 
a nutshell.

Attendees got to see -- and touch -- 
the latest trucks and custom sleepers, 
with opportunities to get their questions 
answered by experts from Expediter 
Services, Stoops Specialty Trucks, Middle 
Georgia Freightliner, Fyda Freightliner, 
Premier Truck Group of Knoxville, 
Kentucky Freightliner-Western Star, and 
Bolt Custom Trucks and Manufacturing. 

And for expediters interested in running 
cargo vans, there were several van 
providers to meet with, including Tafel 
Motors, James Motor Company, and 
Sprinter of Fort Mitchell. 

The exhibit hall also offered the 
opportunity and convenience for 
prospective owner-operators to meet with 
recruiters from a wide range of carriers 
-- including Load One, Fed-Ex Custom 
Critical, Panther, Landstar, Premium 
Transportation Logistics, among several 
others -- to help them find the best fit for 
their business and lifestyle goals. 

Entertainment
But the Expo wasn’t all business; there 

were plenty of opportunities to kick back 
and have fun, as well. For example, on 

C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  2 2*
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Arguments are certainly made that since 
FMCSA only requires Cargo Vans and 

Sprinters hauling across state lines to carry 
$300K in Liability, why carry $1 Million?

District Court S.D. Texas Canal v 
Williams Logging set a precedent that under 
10K GVW units which were NOT listed on 
a Motor Carrier’s policy were exempt from 
the MCS-90 promise to the public under the 
statutory exception for minimum weight.  

So when a Motor Carrier promises 
Trucking for Hire limits of $1 Million 
Commercial Auto Liability on an Acord 
Certificate of Insurance, it’s reasonable for 
the shipper to expect that coverage is in 
place on all units hauling their loads.

It’s up to that Motor Carrier to ensure 
that correct coverage IS in place on all units, 
and is not the responsibility of the company 
insuring the Motor Carrier.

So who pays when a $1 Million Liability 
lawsuit occurs and the Independent 
Contractor carries $300K or sometimes even 
state minimum, and there is a Cert out there 
promising shippers $1 Million in coverage?  

This is where the lawsuits fly, and this is 
why Multi Independent Contractors carry 
$1 Million to match their Motor Carrier’s 
promise of $1 Million.  Independent 
Contractors hauling as a Traditional don’t 
need to worry…your Motor Carrier has 
your back.

“Hired Auto” a Motor Carrier may 
purchase is designed for short term hired 
autos as in Rental Cars, and is not designed as 
“gap coverage” for underinsured Independent 
Contractors hauling under contract.  

Read your insurance policies or work 
with a trusted Agent to fully understand 
that $1 Million Primary Non-Contributory 
Trucking for Hire insurance must be in 
place SOMEWHERE for Independent 
Contractors and Motor Carriers to sleep 
well at night. EN

Why do under 10K GVW units 
carry $1 Million Liability?

by Shelly Benisch,  T.R.S.,  C.I.C.

THE INSURANCE 
ZONE
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the first night of the Expo, there was 
Casino Night, sponsored by CIS, where 
attendees tried their hand at Blackjack, 
Roulette, Craps and Texas Hold'Em -- all 
on the house. This event offered a real 
casino experience, without the financial 
risk but with a whole lot of upside.

That’s because there were over $8,000 
in prizes donated by supporters of 
Expedite Expo given out at Casino Night, 
with grand prizes including $500 cash, a 
big screen TV, and a custom painting of 
famed triple-crown-winning race horse 
Secretariat. 

Then there  was  the  annual 
ExpeditersOnline.com Drivers' BBQ the 
next day, after the show closed at 4:00 
p.m., featuring a whole hog roast. 

And when they weren’t walking 
the exhibit hall, sitting in educational 
workshops, or visiting the nearby 
downtown Lexington restaurants, many 
attendees enjoyed “tailgating” in the acres 
of free parking outside the convention 
center, networking and sharing stories. 

In a review of Expedite Expo on 
Facebook, Jason Hutchens writes, “What 
a amazing experience. A huge wealth of 
knowledge in one building. We will be 
yearly attendees from now on.”

His wife and driving teammate, 
Heather Hutchens, agrees. “So much info 
for those looking to get into Expediting 
as well as those who are already in the 
industry. We had a blast!”

Save the Date: July 14-15, 2017
With Expedite Expo 2016 in the books, 

mark your calendar to attend next year’s 

show set for July 14th and 15th, 2017, at 
Lexington Center.

Says McCord at On Time Media: 
“Planning has started already on 2017. 
We have a few pages of recommendations 
and improvements. Onward and 
upward!” 

Drivers' Choice Winner

The Drivers' Choice Award, sponsored 
by Detroit Diesel, recognizes the “best 
truck” at the Expo as voted on by 
drivers. This year’s winner was a 2017 
Freightliner M2 112 with 100-inch Bolt 
Custom Sleeper, presented by Premier 
Truck Group of Knoxville and designed 
in a team effort by the truck’s new owner 
Susan Medlin (with Medlin Expedited & 
Leasing LLC), Sandra Robinson (with 
Premier Truck Group of Knoxville), and 
Bolt Custom Truck. EN

EXPEDITE EXPO RECAP
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  PA G E  1 8
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Pictorial Review

c Expedite Expo 
2016 was held 

at the Lexington 
Convention Center 

in Lexington, 
Kentucky packing 
an area of almost 

80,000 square 
feet and hosting 

nearly 100 industry 
exhibits.

d Many industry professionals stated that an 
experience at the Expo changed their lives for 
the better. That’s certainly the best feedback we 
could have gotten, and makes it all worth it.

d Stoops Freightliner from Ft. Wayne, IN 
always brings the hottest new rigs, and 

this year, again, they did not disappoint!

d Everyone (and we mean everyone) looks forward to CIS 
Casino Night as a chance to have a a great time, relax, and 
network... but not exactly in that order!

d Both new and long-time exhibitors say that the Expo was an excellent 
opportunity to speak and spend time with industry professionals. 
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In a little more than three years, V3 
Transportation has developed into an 

award-winning organization currently 
employing 48 professionals within 
operations, customer service and other 
office positions to support its fleet 
consisting of 153 trucks featuring 192 top 
professional expedited drivers. By the end 
of 2016, V3’s leadership projects that the 
company’s fleet of sprinter vans, straight 
trucks and traditional truckload tractor-
trailers will reach an overall level of 200 
trucks.

The growth of the V3 fleet and staff has 
been fueled by an expanding customer 
base. V3 currently serves seven industry 
verticals, working with automotive, heavy 
truck, chemical, consumer products, retail, 
logistics and entertainment. 

The Ohio headquarters facility has 
been strategically located as V3 has 
developed strong customer base within the 
northeastern part of the state. However, 

the company is continuing to expand its 
presence in across the Midwest, Southeast 
and East Texas markets along with recent 
growth in the Western 11 states. And this 
week, company officials disclosed plans 
during a press call with transportation 
media outlets that they are looking to 
develop expedited international through 
Mexico.

V3 has achieved a year-over-year 
growth rate of at least 100 percent during 
the company’s three years of operation.

“This entire week has been a celebration 
of the hard work that our entire team has 
done over the past three years,” said Bob 
Poulos, CEO of V3. “The dedication of 
our staff, our fleet owners and our drivers 
has allowed us to establish a respected 
reputation as a reliable expedited 
carrier and it has allowed us to build 
strong working relationships with great 
customers.

“While the Open House has allowed 
us an opportunity to look back at where 
we came from and what we’ve done over 
the past three years, we’re focused on 
what’s ahead,” he added. “We believe 
the move into our new headquarters 
facility will perfectly position us to meet 
the needs of our customers, our staff and 

V3 Transportation Marks Move Into New 
Headquarters & Focuses On The Future

A D V E RT I S E M E N T

The Open House event held by V3 
Transportation on August 5, 2016 
was more than a celebration to mark 
the move into the company’s new 
headquarters located in Seville, Ohio. 
The event, which included elected 
officials and community leaders from 
the local area, served as the latest 
milestone in the rapid growth of 
an expedited carrier that began its 
operations in the first quarter of 2013 
with two laptops and two cell phones.
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V3 TRANSPORTATION
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our professional drivers on the road in the 
years ahead.”

While the Open House celebrated of 
V3’s move into the new headquarters 
facility in Seville, the company’s latest 
milestone moment also displayed V3’s 
commitment to the Northeast Ohio area 
and to quality jobs.

Along the purchase of the property, 
V3 commissioned the renovation of the 
existing facilities with an initial investment 
of more than $650,000. The building 
renovations include updates to over 
10,000 square feet of office space and 
changes to more than 6,000 square feet of 
shop space.

By contrast, the company’s previous 
headquarters’ location in Brunswick, 
Ohio, was limited to 3,500 square feet. 
With the additional space secured as 
well as room to grow through future 
construction on the acquired property, V3 
can move ahead with plans to expand the 
company’s office staff. Over the next three 
years, V3 will be looking to add 38 office 
employees, delivering an even greater 
economic impact to the area economy well 
into the future.

“We took the time to plan for both 
our immediate needs and our long-term 
needs to address the future growth of the 
company,” said John Sliter, President of 
V3. “Our renovations to the building have 
been focused on creating a great work 
environment for our staff and home away 
from home for our drivers. We believe in 
building lasting relationships with all our 
people and the planning that went into 
the renovations is an extension of that 
philosophy.”

The headquarters will serve as home 
to Operations, Customer Service, Driver 
Recruiting and back office functions as 
well as the home base for the company’s 
Executive Team. V3’s drivers will have a 
driver’s lounge with big-screen television, 
a kitchen area and wireless Internet access. 
The drivers’ area also features laundry 
facilities. In addition, V3 has built a large 
orientation area that can accommodate up 
to 20 new drivers in a single class.

“We believe in building strong 
relationship with our professionals out 
on the road,” said Sliter. “We want 
the professionals driving for V3 to feel 
welcome at our headquarters because 
they are a very important part of the V3 
family. They go the extra mile for us and 
we wanted to go the extra mile for them 
in the facilities we set up for them in our 
home office.”

In January, Sliter was named as an 
Innovator of the Year by Heavy Duty 
Trucking Magazine for the support 
structure he and the V3 team have put into 
place for recruiting and retaining drivers. 
Meanwhile, in June, V3 was honored by 
Omnitracs as the Alliance Pro Company 
of the Year.

“It’s been a big year for us,” said Poulos. 
“It’s been gratifying and humbling to 
receive the recognition within the industry. 
We’ve tried to stay focused on what’s 
ahead by adding the right infrastructure 
and depth to our organization.”

Along with transitioning into a new 
headquarters, one of the bigger moves by 
V3 occurred in January with the addition 
of Craig Amato as a Partner and Senior 
Advisor with the company. Amato is the 
founder Panther II Transportation, Inc. 
and he led Panther as its CEO for 16 years.

“We consider Craig the ‘Godfather of 
Expedited Transportation.’ He was there 
at the very beginning,” said Poulos. “No 
one has the depth and the experience that 
Craig brings to the table in the expedited 
space. He’s been a great addition to our 
team.”

“I’ve been on the sidelines for years since 
I sold the business,” said Amato. “I’ve 
been approached with other opportunities 
and passed on them. But what Bob, John 
and their team have put together with V3 
really stands out. They have bridged a long 
distance in a short period of time with this 
company. I believe the future is very bright 
for V3 and I’m proud to be a part of it.”

For more information on V3 
Transportation, please contact Steve 
Rose at 888-216.9671.
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If you’re looking to become an expedite 
owner-operator, one of the most 

important decisions you’ll make is the 
vehicle you’ll drive. That’s because your 
vehicle -- whether it’s a cargo van, straight 
truck, or tractor-trailer -- determines 
which trucking carriers you can sign with, 
what size and types of loads you can take 
on, and ultimately how much money 
you’ll be able to make (and keep).

But bigger isn’t always better and 
cheaper isn’t always more profitable. So, 
how do you decide which type is best for 
your expedited trucking business?

Expediter Options
The starting point is to understand 

the distinctions between the three most 
common vehicle types used by expediters. 

Cargo Vans
Pros: Lowest acquisition and operational 
costs; easy-to-maneuver.
Cons: Limited cargo space -- and income 
potential.

If you're considering becoming an 
expeditor but not ready to take the 
plunge and invest $170,000 to $200,000 
for a new straight truck, a lower risk 
(and cost) option is an expedite cargo 
van. You can get into a fully equipped 
van for under $70,000. And if it’s rated 
under 10,001 gross vehicle weight, you 
can avoid many of the Department of 
Transportation (DOT) regulations, such 
as hours of service requirements, which 
add a lot of complexity and cost to your 
business. This is the ideal size vehicle 
if you’re looking to haul freight that 
can fit into a van -- such as auto parts, 
overnight packages, or medical supplies 
and equipment.

But, when the freight market is slow, as 

it has been for the past several months, 
owner-operators of cargo vans have 
been feeling the heat, as carriers tend to 
prioritize loads for expediters who have 
made larger investments in bigger trucks 
-- to try to keep them from leaving. 

Straight Truck
Pros: The most common configuration 
for expediters; large cargo area and 
sleeper options.
Cons: Six-figure purchase price; 
challenging for solo operators to run 
profitably.

A straight truck is the combination 
of the cab, sleeper, and cargo box all 
attached to a single chassis that’s usually 
rated up to 33,000 lbs. gross vehicle 
weight rating (GVWR). This is the 
most common vehicle used in expedited 
trucking because while it’s large enough 
to offer a comfortable-sized sleeping 
quarters for team drivers and plenty of 
cargo space for most loads, it’s easier 
to drive for most operators than a 
combination tractor-trailer. 

Tractor-Trailers
Pros: The most flexibility with types and 
size of loads you can accept. 
Cons: Highest purchase and operational 
costs; more challenging to maneuver, 
especially for new drivers.

A tractor is a heavier rated truck that 
pulls a separate cargo trailer -- typically 
53-feet long -- instead of the cargo box 
being permanently mounted onto the truck. 
While a tractor offers the most options of 
all the vehicle types in terms of the loads 
you can haul, it also requires the highest 
costs to acquire and operate compared to 
straight trucks and cargo vans. 

Cargo Van, Straight Truck, Tractor
Which is Best for Your Expedited Trucking Business?

I N D U S T RY

C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  3 6*
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VAN, STRAIGHT, OR TRACTOR
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  PA G E  3 2

5-Point Checklist
So, how do you determine which of 

these three vehicle types is best for your 
business? Use this five-point checklist:

1. Will you operate as a solo driver 
or team?

Your answer to this question will give 
you a clearer idea of how much truck your 
business will be able to support. As a team, 
you can switch drivers to keep the truck 
running, with fewer breaks. This means 
that teams can take on longer routes and 
deliver those loads faster than a solo driver, 
who must rest at required intervals to 
comply with hours of service regulations. 
So, although savvy solo drivers have found 
ways to run straight trucks or tractor-
trailers profitably, they tend to be better 
suited for operating cargo vans. Teams 
have a built-in advantage over solo drivers 
in being able to run bigger trucks in a way 
that supports the costs associated with 
those vehicles.    

2. What is your timeframe for be-
coming an owner-operator? 

If you’re a solo driver looking to 
break into the business in a relatively 
short period, then a cargo van is the 
fastest way to go because of the lower 
price and down payment required. But 
most industry experts recommend that 
aspiring owner-operators should “test the 
waters” as a driver for a fleet owner to 
determine whether you even want to be in 
the expedite business -- before you make 
such a big investment in your own truck. 
Starting out as a driver also gives you the 
opportunity to try different vehicles to 
help you decide which is best suited to 
how you want to run your business. 

3. What is the carrier demand for 
the vehicle?

What vehicle types are the trucking 
carriers on your “short-list” looking for? 

If you’re considering buying a cargo van, 
how are other van owners doing with that 
carrier? Are they staying busy? The same 
goes with tractor-trailers. Ask owner-
operators at those carriers to get a real-
world perspective before making a final 
purchase decision.  

4. What is your comfort level with 
that size vehicle?

You can haul virtually any size and 
type of freight in a 53-foot trailer, which 
expands your options and revenue 
opportunities. But how much experience 
do you have driving tractor-trailers? 
How comfortable will you be operating a 
tractor on a day-to-day basis? Expedited 
loads can be stressful enough because 
you’re often carrying high-value -- and 
even dangerous -- loads; you don’t want 
to be overwhelmed by the size of your 
vehicle, as well. 

5. How much truck will your business 
be able to support?

The bottom line here is this: Will your 
business make enough money to support 
the size truck you’re looking to buy? Run 
the numbers and have people in the industry 
“sanity check” your thinking because your 
financial future ultimately hinges on your 
decision on the size truck you buy. 

The Bottom Line
One factor that makes expedited 

trucking an attractive business 
opportunity is that it offers flexibility in 
the type and size vehicles you can operate, 
depending on your goals and budget. 
But, choosing the right vehicle for your 
business can be daunting, especially with 
the amount of money that’s at stake. So, 
before you go “all-in,” talk with smart 
people who know this industry and can 
help point you in the best direction for 
your unique goals and situation.
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Korey Walper is a Michigan man to 
his core. He comes from Michigan, 

he lives in Michigan, and to the dismay 
of his friends in Columbus, OH, he bleeds 
maize and blue from the University of 
Michigan. For over sixteen years, Walper 
has had his hands in the trucking industry, 
wearing many different hats and gaining 
substantial knowledge. He has steadily 
grown his Tri-State-backed fleet to over 
thirty trucks in just nine years. His business 
and his fleet have been models of sustained 
growth in the expedite market.

Walper began his trucking days working 
as a dispatcher at Ryder. From there, he 
took his talents to Air Ride where he 
served as a dispatcher once again. But in 
2004, Walper took the plunge to go out 
on the road as an expedite driver. As was 
normal in that era of expediting, Walper 
bought a Ford E-350 and officially signed 
onto Panther in 2004 as a driver for the 
first time. For two years, Walper saw 
steady success, growing his fleet to five 
Sprinter and Cargo Vans.

As he paid closer attention to the 

Long-time Large Fleet Owner Korey 
Walper Relies On Partnership With Fyda 

Freightliner

A D V E RT I S E M E N T

What makes a man’s insight meaningful? What makes a man’s insight 
hold weight? What makes a man’s insight so respectable that you have 
to stop and consider adopting the same habits yourself? Experience 

and success. When a man has been honing a craft successfully for
many years, it deserves a closer look.

C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  4 2  *
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FLEET OWNER KOREY WALPER
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  PA G E  3 8

changing of the times in expedite, Walper 
began transitioning his purchases away 
from vans and into straight trucks. Simply 
put, that’s where the money was. In 2006, 
Walper purchased his first straight truck 
and a year later signed on with Tri-State. 
While he saw the opportunity to grow this 
fleet, he still had not found that partner 
that he felt would put him over the top.

“In 2009, I was looking to take advantage 
of some slightly used trucks for pennies on 
the dollar.” It was then that Walper first 
met Bobby Snyder from Fyda Freightliner. 
“He had a great deal at the time for M2 
107 Freightliners.” Walper was blown 
away by his experience with Fyda. Over 
the years, Walper has purchased over forty 
trucks directly from Fyda Freightliner and 
does not plan to change.

“Fyda is fantastic! They take care 
of everything we could want from a 
dealership.” When asked about his 
experience with Bobby Snyder in 
particular, Walper boasted, “Bobby has 
the trucks spec’d perfectly and usually has 
them delivered to my door within a few 
days of our need.” After being asked about 
how Fyda has affected his business, he 
stated, “The uniform spec and reliability 
has increased efficiency and profitability.” 
What else could someone look for?

His closing comments about Bobby 
Snyder and Fyda Freightliner was simple: 
“They treat you like family.” 

For more information on Fyda 
Freightliner, please contact Bobby 
Snyder at 888-897-0892.
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Classifieds Place your ad by calling

859-746-2046

Class A Tractor Owner Operator 
Opportunity
888-306-2217

Dry Van O/O Needed (Trailer 
Required)
888-829-3387

Wanted: Straight Truck TEAMS 
Owner Operators
888-249-9028 

CDL B Company Driver - Straight 
Truck - Teams
888-267-9720

Drivers Home Weekends Detroit MI
888-674-8297

TEAMS NEEDED FOR OUR 
DEDICATED LANES
888-249-9038

Teams needed!
888-268-7008

Owner/Operators Needed- Flatbed
888-513-0462

Straights - teams or solos
888-404-2218

Cargo Van Drivers Needed!
888-498-2256

Solo Tractor Trailer Opportunities
888-502-8103

Straight Truck Owner Operators
888-306-2217

Straight Truck O/O'S
888-234-5822

Sprinter Van O/O Welcome
888-829-3387

Team Straight Truck Owner Ops
888-267-9720

Abundant Freight Toledo Ohio
888-674-8297

Straight Trucks Needed
888-249-9038

Drivers needed!
888-268-7008

Owner/Operators  Needed - 
Truckload
888-513-0462

Straight Trucks - O/O - Teams and 
Solos
888-404-2218

Class B Contract Drivers - Straight 
Truck - Solo & Teams
888-498-2256

Refrigerated Straight Trucks
888-502-8103

Owner Operators - Straight Truck 
- Ohio
888-306-2217

Contractor looking for Drivers
888-699-5884

Straight Truck O/O Welcome 
(Singles or Teams)
888-829-3387

Wanted: Straight Truck Owner 
Operators
888-249-9028   

Need Straight Truck Teams ASAP
888-267-9720

Local Straight Truck Brownstown 
MI
888-674-8297

Sprinters Needed
888-249-9038

Teams/ Solo Drivers WELCOME
888-268-7008

Owner/Operators NEEDED! Team 
Tractors
888-513-0462

TRACTOR O/O - MICHIGAN AND 
MIDWEST 
888-404-2218

Lease Purchase Tractor
888-498-2256

Independent Contractors
888-502-8103

Class B Drivers, Straight Truck, 
Immediate Openings 
888-306-2217

Teams and Solos Needed for 
Scheduled Lanes!
888-234-5822

Cargo Van O/O Welcome
888-829-3387

TEAM Contract Drivers for Straight 
Truck Fleet Owner
888-249-9028

Straight Truck O/Os earn great 
money
888-267-9720

Local Straight Truck Perrysburg 
Ohio
888-674-8297

Sprinters Needed $$$
888-249-9038

Cargo  Van/Spr in ter  Owner 
Operators
888-498-2256

Need a co driver for a straight truck
888-268-7008

NEW HIGH ROOF VAN PAY 
PACKAGE
888-513-0462

Tractor O/O - Michigan and Midwest
888-404-2218

Straight Truck - Owner Operator
888-306-2217

Class A, B Owner Operator - Straight 
Truck - Teams, Solo
888-234-5822

Tractor Contractors
888-502-8103

Wanted: Straight Truck Owner 
Operators
888-249-9028

Straight Truck O/Os
888-267-9720

Owner Operators Straight Trucks 
That Want Miles
888-829-3387

Straight Truck Owner Operators
888-699-5884

Toledo Ohio Carrier CDL Owner Ops
888-674-8297

Tractor O/O Needed
888-249-9038

Need team drivers for STRAIGHT 
TRUCK
888-268-7008

S A M E  H O U S E H O L D  T E A M 
STRAIGHT TRUCK DRIVERS 
NEEDED
888-513-0462

Straight Trucks - O/O - Teams or 
solos
888-404-2218

Straight truck team
888-498-2256

Contract Drivers
888-502-8103

TRUCKING CAREERS
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Experienced expediting driver 
wanted for Chevy Express Cargo 
Van. Must live within 100-150 miles of 
Atlanta area. Driver receives 60% of 
trip pay and responsible for fuel.
(404) 368-5530

Driver for Ford E250 wanted. 45 cents 
per loaded miles plus fuel surcharge. 
Driver pays the gas and tolls. Direct 
deposit every Friday. WILLING 
TO STAY OUT 3-4 weeks. No CDL, 
but MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE in 
EXPEDITING!
Mike (404) 401-9300

OTR Tractor SOLO position available 
MUST HAVE 1 Year experience. 2012 
pete with 13 speed. fridge equipped. 
$.60 CPM loaded, % on Non Loaded.  
Out 3 weeks, off 4 days 
Matthew (513) 439-9745

EXPERIENCED Panther cargo van 
driver - .60/loaded  mi. YOU KEEP ALL 
EXTRAS !! (fuel s/c, dh, em, layovers, 
bonuses, etc. I also pay workman’s 
comp. Pay EVERY Friday by 10 AM. 
Bob (937) 842-5322 or (937) 539-1074
Extended Chevy cargo van available, 
leased on with Panther. My contract 
rate with them is at $0.85 per loaded 
mile.
(708) 704-9396

Drivers wanted for Straight trucks. 
Entry-level ok! MUST have Class A 
or Class B CDL; HAZMAT a plus but 
not required; PASS MVR and Drug 
Screen with carrier; 21 years old
Kevin (509) 793-4524

EXPERIENCED Van driver that can 
start ASAP to drive our 2014 Chevy 
2500 extended Cargo Van for Bolt 
Express. If you are pre approved is a 
plus. We pay 60/40 split
Maryam (615) 573-8192

Driver needed for 2014/2015 Nissan 
NV. Now with Panther. You must have 
a class C CDL or above and Qualify 
with Panther.
(281) 906-7411

looking for the right Straight Truck 
drivers. Pay weekly, tolls paid, pre 
pass for weigh stations. 60/40 split. 
comdata, we pay all fuel. Loads of 
loads. 
text 8129897443

Tractor Drivers wanted! Contract 
right now from 1.65 per mile up to 
3.00 per mile split 50/50 after fuel and 
expenses.
(404) 997-1796

cargo van driver with at least one 
year current verifiable experience in 
expediting, willing to stay out at least 
three weeks, preferably from OH, 
MI, IN or KY. No CDL required. Must 
prequalify with Bolt.
(281) 581-8093 6am - 11am

Panther Teams wanted for growing 
fleet. Freightliner with 96" sleeper, 
auto-shift, APU, inverter, fridge/
freezer, sink, micro, 24" flat TV, EZ 
pass and Pre pass. Up to $900.00 
in sign on bonuses.
Larry (734) 985-0544

Team Needed for 2016 FTL, $1,500 
Sign-on Bonus 100'' custom sleeper 
with hardwood floors, loaded with 
an insane amount of storage for your 
belongings.
Susan (865) 719-7830 or 
David (909) 272-3982

$2,000 Sign-on Bonus for qualified 
Teams!  2016 Freightliner M2-112, 
with DD-13 and Ultra shift 10 speed. 
96" Bolt Lux double bunk dinette 
sleepers. 
Adam  (419) 297-3773

Established team - FedEx Custom 
Critical White Glove T-Val reefer team 
preferred, but will train the right eager 
team. Brand new 2016 Freightliner 
Cascadia 
(704) 881-3782

Wanted: WG/TVAL H/W Team 
Operating out of the Nashville TN/
Louisville KY area. Team must live 
within 100 miles of these cities. Pay 
40/60 split. Min. Class B with Hazmat. 
(479) 234-5323

FedEx WG TVAL Team Needed to 
drive a 2014 Freightliner Cascadia. 
Large custom sleeper, queen bed.  
We prefer teams already FedEX CC 
qualified. 3 weeks out, 1week off. 
Joe (336) 337-0791

ESTABLISHED TEAM COUPLE. 
Class B CDL required with 6 months 
exp. or an accredited driving school 
certificate. 2014 Freightliner M2-112 
with a 96” custom Bolt sleeper. 
Leased to XPO. Performance 
Bonuses.
Beverly (419) 290-8565

Teams wanted for 2013-2015 
Freightliner M2-112's with loaded 100" 
Bolt custom sleepers, automatic 6-10 
speed. Most of our teams average 
$1,200 - 1,600 per week. 
Michelle  (931) 372-0077

Husband and Wife Team! Freightliner 
M2-112 84 in. double- bunk AA 
sleeper, Carrier APU (new), fridge, 
micro, sink, TV, lots of storage space, 
Cat C9. Truck leased to Panther.
Pavi (760) 716-3476

Qualified FedEx Tval Team wanted. 
Positions available for a 2015 
Cascadia with large AA Sleeper that 
is loaded. 
Chris (330) 618-6020

2015 Western Star 4900SB Premium 
- The largest bed available from the 
factory. Space in the sleeper for a 
custom cabinet including a lavatory.
Call Brandon at 888-881-1872

2015 Freightliner M2 112 - Brand 
New! 100” Bolt sleeper, 37HP DD13, 
automatic transmission
Call Jim at 888-619-9172

2014 Freightliner CA113 - 410HP 
DD13, Fuller Ultrashift, 72” RR 
sleeper
Call Tony at 888-258-7795

2016 Freightliner M2-112 Detroit 
DD13, Allison 6 speed automatic, 
Bolt custom 96" dinette sleeper 
(loaded) Expediter Special
Call Heath at 800-899-8696

2012 Freightliner M2 106 350 Horse-
power, ISC Cummins, 6 Speed Auto-
matic, 96” RR double bunk dinette 
sleeper, Webasto heater, inverter.
Call John at 888-556-4089

2012 Freightliner Cascadia - APU! 
UltraShift! Business package! This 
truck is ready to roll. Includes freight 
securement devices and some 
White Glove equipment. 
Call Lisa at 435-850-9967

2014 MERCEDES BENZ Sprinter 
Cargo Van 2500 – Brand New! Bril-
liant Silver Metallic exterior; Diesel.
Call Dan at 888-858-8292

2007 M2 106 Reefer with 96" sleeper, 
APU, liftgate, 10 speed auto-shift, 
new steer tires, hot water, fridge / 
freezer and 2 burner stove, dinette 
and full size bed.
Call Tony at (734) 985-0544

2007 Columbia Expediter Lease to 
Own - DD60 series engine, 12 sp. E.A. 
auto shift, espar heater, 22' box, tan-
dem axles, 90% rubber, new shocks, 
air bags, batteries.
Call John at (330) 289-1798

2007 Freightliner M2 106 Business 
Class Elite - 335HP CAT C9, full 
sized 100" custom sleeper, Leather 
throughout interior, micro, fridge/
separate freezer.
Call Will at (540) 353-6393

EXPEDITE TRUCKS 
FOR SALE

DRIVER WANTEDTEAMS WANTED
Classifieds Place your ad by calling

859-746-2046 TRUCKING CAREERS & OPPORTUNITIES

All State Express 888-691-8304

Bolt Express 888-281-6865

Diamond Delivery Service 888-520-7928

Expediter Services 888-565-6403

FedEx Custom Critical 800-398-0466

Jung Express 888-575-6251

Landstar 800-622-0658

Load One 888-824-4954

Panther Premium 866-344-5898

Premium Transportation Logistics 888-471-7811

Roadrunner Expedite 888-565-6586

Tri-State Expedited Service 888-245-4325

Try Hours 888-284-4179

V3 Transportation 888-216-9671

COMPANY PHONE HIRING

TRACTORS

CARGO VANS

STRAIGHT TRUCKS

REEFER

FLATBEDTEAMS SPRINTER VANS

TIP! Keep track of who you have called and 
yet to call by checking the box next to 
the company name.

FIND MORE
TRUCKING JOBS @

&
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YOUR NEXT TRUCK
IS WAITING FOR YOU

Fyda Freightliner carries the largest selection 
of new and pre-owned Expediters in the country. 
Let our team get you on the road today!

Fyda Freightliner Columbus, Inc. • 1250 Walcutt Road • Columbus, OH 43228

EXPEDITER TRUCK SALES
Call Us Today (614) 851-0002 or

Visit Online www.fydafreightliner.com

• Custom Built Trucks
• Turnkey Ready
• In-House Financing

THE MOST EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONALS IN THE EXPEDITER INDUSTRY
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